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Introduction

1. Mammography is used

as the first diagnos c test

for iden fying breast can-

cer.

2. Mul ple views - medi-

olateral oblique (MLO) and

craniocaudal (CC) for both

le and right breasts are

taken during mammogra-

phy for careful analysis.

Sign of malignancy may be

present in either le or

right breast, and may be

visible in only one of the CC

or MLO views.

3. The label of each view is

not known, rather, the label is known at the case-level, i.e. a mammogram case will be assigned

the malignant label if any one of the views contain malignancy.

4. Further, number of mammogram views taken per pa ent may vary as it depends on the

radiologists’ discre on.

5. We aim to propose a breast cancer predic on model that can:

i) work on real-world variable view mammograms

ii) properly consider the view-level informa on to classify the case.

Dataset & Data Preprocessing
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Figure 1. Groundtruth assignment
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Figure 2. BIRADS score vs diagnosis

Breast cancer data used in our work is from ZGT, Netherlands. We assign groundtruth (malig-

nant/benign) to each mammogram case from the diagnos c pathway followed at the hospital.

total benign malignant Views (LCC, LMLO, RCC, RMLO)
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Problem Definition

We define our problem of predic ng breast cancer from mul ple

view mammograms as mul -instance learning (MIL).

In MIL, classifica on is performed on a bag of instances, X =
{x1, x2, .., xk} with a bag label, Y = {0, 1}, where the instances in
the bag are permuta on-invariant and do not have dependency

among each other. Each instance in the bag has a label, yk, which

remains unknown and only the label of the bag is known. A pos-

i ve bag contains atleast one posi ve instance whereas the neg-

a ve bag contains all nega ve instances.

Y =
{

0, iff
∑

k yk = 0
1, otherwise

Multi-instance Learning Methods

Each view is passed through a feature extractor, ResNet-Adapted, proposed in Kim et al. [3]). The

feature map extracted from the last layer of ResNet-Adapted can be converted to class-specific

score for each view. Aggrega on of informa on over views (MIL pooling) at the score-level

is called instance-space and at feature-level is called embedded-space. We want to compare

exis ng MIL pooling methods - mean [3], max, a en on [2] in our work.
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(a) Overall model architecture (b) Instance-space vs embedded-space MIL pooling
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(c) Instance-space model architecture
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(d) Embedded-space model architecture

Figure 3. Breast cancer model architecture

Preliminary Results

MIL-mean stands for MIL pooling using mean over the view-specific scores; MIL-max uses max

for MIL pooling; MIL-IWA stands for image-wise a en on; MIL-BWA is breast-wise a en on.

Kim et al. [3] uses MIL-mean method - first row shows performance reported in their paper on

their private dataset & second row (MIL-mean) is applying [3] on our dataset.

Model Type MIL Pooling Recall (%) Specificity (%) Acc (%)

Kim et al. [3]

(on private data)
Instance-space Mean 75.6 90.2 82.9

MIL-mean Instance-space Mean 67.0 74.1 72.1

MIL-max Instance-space Max 67.0 74.6 71.6

MIL-IWA Embedded-space A en on 70.5 78.8 76.4

MIL-BWA Embedded-space A en on 56.4 78.1 71.8

Post-hoc Interpretability

We show Grad-cam++ [1] visualiza on for a true posi ve benign case and a true posi ve ma-

lignant case predicted using MIL-IWA model.

(a) Benign case (b) Malignant case

Conclusion

We have defined breast cancer predic on problem as mul -instance learning. These are some

preliminary results & conclusions.

1. A en on MIL pooling performed the best compared to max & mean MIL pooling.

2. Post-hoc interpretability showed that MIL pooling is focusing on some correct regions for our

example case. In malignant case, the malignant tumor gets highlighted; in benign case, mul ple

breast ssue region gets highlighted.

3. We don’t achieve as high performance as [3] does on their dataset. Apart from the dataset

being different, one of the other reasons is that we use mammograms with any BIRADS score

(Fig. 2) (harder predic on task), whereas, [3] uses BIRADS score 1 and 6, which are confirmed

benign and malignant cases respec vely.

4. We are working on gaining be er understanding of the model & further improving it.
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